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<< DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE

Securing a green, stable future
with urban farming

A

new phenomenon is fast taking
root in Kenya, one that is probably
going to redefine modern
farming as we know it, one that
has come of age, but one that has happened
spontaneously and which then requires
serious attention if it is to be sustainable
in the long run. As food prices spike, urban
areas burgeon and crops fail, researchers
have found promise in the most unlikely of
places – cities. Experts have tapped urban
agriculture as a promising solution to food
insecurity and malnutrition in Africa.
Infact this new found form of agriculture
has become so entrenched to the extent
that up to half of the food being consumed
in Nairobi is actually not coming from
traditional rural farms but being grown in
big towns.
And it’s a step in the right direction.
Numerous reports hail it as a potentially
viable policy response to the complex
challenge of feeding a burgeoning mass
of urban residents amid decline in food
production in rural areas. The African
Capacity Building Foundation report
for example quotes studies indicating
that urban agriculture contributes
substantially to food security and safety
for approximately 50 per cent of city
dwellers worldwide, while about one-third
of Nairobi households earn income related
to urban farming.
The number of people coming into towns is
increasing rapidly, but most find themselves
worse off economically than they were
back in their rural homes. A fifth of Nairobi
residents are “ultra-hungry”, researchers
tell us.
It is estimated that by 2030, half of all
Kenyans will be living in urban areas, with
that growth expected to not only significantly increase household food demand in
major towns, but also to cause a decline in
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rural agricultural productivity due to loss
of farm labour.
And after half a century of independence,
Kenya still remains dependent on food
imports unable to feed its people on
domestic production alone. And escalating
food costs have pushed levels of import
expenditure to breaking point and total
food imports have been increasing on
average at 3.4 percent every year. Despite
Kenya’s abundant land and resources,
food insecurity is a common problem and
importing food not only drains our limited
budget but can have a negative effect for
low-income households who struggle to
buy basic food items.
So a move to consolidate farming across
the board and stem over reliance on
one area of food production is welcome
news. However there are still setbacks in
this arrangement which calls for urgent
interventions. For starters urban agriculture
has been considered a public health nuisance
and an activity characteristic of rural and
not urban economies. As a result, people
who engaged in urban agriculture have not
been supported and instead harassed, even
in years of food shortages. Then there is
the poor land and farming techniques that
promote unsafe farming.These include land
pollution from careless dumping of manure
and crop residues, use of raw sewage
containing industrial effluents, heavy metals
and microbes among others.
If we collectively address these biting
challenges, and then inculcate some of
the transformatory innovations we are
currently trialing in pushing for new age
farming, we will not only keep families
across the country fed, but will heavily
slice our import bill and concentrate the
economy on home grown production,
a promise the Jubilee government has
promised to fulfill. Such innovations like
the miniature portable drip kit launched

Director Elgon Kenya Ltd.
by Elgon Kenya Ltd that offers farmers
over 90 percent efficiency in water
conservation while occupying a negligible
space in the farm, are ideal for such small
portions of urban land.
Finally allow me to congratulate the
Agriculture Cabinet Secretary Mr. Felix
Koskei and Principal Secretary Sicily
Kariuki on their appointments. As industry
players we have full confidence in them and
believe they have what it takes to drive the
sector to prosperity given their collective
experience as senior government officials.
Mrs. Kariuki understands market dynamics
and has dealt first hand with farmers both
large scale and small scale during her
terms at the Fresh Produce Exporters
Association of Kenya and the Tea Board of
Kenya as head of both institutions.
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Talk is cheap. What have we actually
done to encourage our farmers?

I

t is no longer news that countries of
the world need to invest resources and
commitment to supporting smallholder
farmers.
Conferences
and
policy
documents have termed this constituency
as the lifeline of every economy, the captains
of our future and the habingers to a hunger
free world. But talk is cheap. What has been
our actual commitment to this all important
category in our society? What yardstick can
we use to measure our support for them
both in government and the private sector. It
is an open secret that supporting smallholder
farmers to play a greater role in food
production and natural resource stewardship
is one of the quickest ways to lift over one
billion people out of poverty and sustainably
nourish a growing world population.
Most of the 1.4 billion people globally living
in less than a dollar a day live in rural areas
and depend largely on agriculture for their
livelihoods, while an estimated 2.5 billion
people are involved in full- or part-time
smallholder agriculture.
These smallholders manage approximately
500 million small farms and provide over
80 per cent of the food consumed in large
parts of the developing world, particularly in
sub-Saharan Africa countries like Kenya, thus
contributing to food security and poverty
reduction.
A recent study in Kenya indicate that a oneper-cent increase in agricultural per-capita
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) reduced
the poverty gap five times more than a oneper-cent increase in GDP in other sectors,
especially amongst the poorest people.
Another study demonstrated that for every
ten-per-cent increase in farm yields, there
was a 7 per-cent reduction in poverty.
However, increasing fragmentation of
land, reduced investment support and the
marginalization of small farms in economic
and development policy have hampered the
development of this vital contribution and
left many smallholders vulnerable.
Two decades of underinvestment in
agriculture, growing competition for land
and water, rising fuel and fertilizer prices, and
climate change have left smallholders less
able to escape poverty.
Smallholder farmers can continue to be
marginalized or be recognized as catalysts
for a transformation of the way the
world manages the supply of food and
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the environmental services that underpin
agriculture in the first place.
The agricultural ‘green revolution’ that swept
large parts of the developing world during
the 1960s and 1970s dramatically increased
agricultural productivity and reduced poverty,
with smallholder farmers seeing many
benefits. However, these achievements also
helped undermine the very resource base
that made the revolution possible.
The pressures placed on land and other
resources are set to grow over the next 40
years as agriculture must feed a larger and
more urbanized world population.
Current practices are undermining the
ecological foundations of the global food
system through overuse and the effects of
agricultural pollution, thereby enhancing
degradation, reducing ecosystem capacity to
generate sustainable yields and threatening to
negatively impact food security and poverty
reduction.
Sustainable agricultural intensification, scaling
up farming practices that maintain the
resource base upon which smallholders
depend so that it continues to support
food security and rural development can
be the answer to enhanced food security,
environmental protection and poverty
reduction. Smallholders have a key role to
play in this process. And so do we. That is
why at Elgon Kenya Limited we have rolled
out programmes and innovations that are
target specific to smallholder farmers. Such
innovations like modern drip irrigation kits
and personalized advice from our qualified
agricultural officers have given farmers
impetus to grow more from a point of
information.
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Rajni is now the
executive Chairman of the group
and is a guiding
force in all the major decisions.
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Chairman: Dr. Rajinkant N. Kantaria
R a j i n k a n t
Kantaria
has
been a Director
of the company
since the 1960’s
and was the
original founder
of a majority of
the
company’s
various divisions,
along with his
brother Chandu
who has since
retired.

Rajni is active in the community and has been the past
Chairman of the Hindu Council of Kenya, Desai Memorial
Foundation, Shree Lohana Mahajan Mandal and Federation
Chairman of the Giants organisation in Kenya. He was
awarded the prestigious Head of State Commendation
(HSC) by the retired President of Kenya, Mwai Kibaki in
December 2004 for his contribution to various social
activities. He was also awarded an Honorary Doctorate from
the prestigious United Graduate College and Seminary in
USA in 2010 for his selfless philanthrophy and commitment
to alleviating the suffering of the needy in society.
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Director: Mr. Bimal R. Kantaria
Bimal Kantaria has
been a Director in
the group since
1991, since graduating from the UK,
initially starting his
career in Purchasing, then onto Sales
and finally in Operations.
His education background is B.Soc.
Sc in Economics,
Masters in Business
Administration
(MBA) and a MSc. in
Packaging Technology.
Bimal is also a member of the Rotary Club of Industrial
Area, Nairobi and also a Board Director of Kenya
Association of Manufacturers, and recently elected
District Governor for Rotary International from 1st July
2014.

Director: Mr. Baiju R. Kantaria
Baiju Kantaria has
been a Director in
the group since
1992, since graduating from the UK,
initially starting his
career in Purchasing and is now
responsible
for
overall sales in the
group.
His
education
background
is
BSc. in Economics
from Manchester University and Masters in Business
Administration (MBA) from City University in London.
Baiju is a past Chairman of the Round Table no.21, a
charitable organisation which looks after the welfare of
the less-able.
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Elgon Kenya Chairman feted
internationally for his service to
mankind
emergencies like drought, floods, etc.
He has been chairman of and remains a
trustee of the Lohana Mahajan Mandai,
Nairobi.
Dr. Kantaria is also a past chairman of
the Desai Memorial Foundation. During
his term in office, he successfully
initiated a project of paying school fees
for 100 needy children.
The project also saw the building of
libraries in various schools at no cost
to the beneficiary schools. He remains
a trustee of the Desai Memorial
Foundation.
Church hall built by the late Nanalal Kantaria

Chairman: Dr. Rajinkant N. Kantaria

Y

ears of dedication to mankind
and service to society by Elgon
Kenya’s Chairman Dr. Rajnikant
Kantaria has not only caught
former President Mwai Kibaki’s eye but
that of institutions of higher learning,
with the prestigious United Graduate
College and Seminary having awarded
him with a honorary degree in 2010.
The institution while conferring the
degree said Dr. Kantaria’s strive to end
the suffering of the poor by not just
giving them fish but teaching them how
to fish has contributed in making the
world a better place for mankind.
Since completing his education in Business
Studies, Dr. Kantaria has been active in
both the business world and in acts of
charity. He was elected Chairman of the
Lohana Mahajan Mandaì for a period of
three years. Under his stewardship, he
set up medical scheme and also initiated
charity work within the community to
assist the less fortunate especially in
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He served as the Chairman of the
Hindu Council of Kenya between 1994
and 1997 during which time he initiated
and continued with many charitable
projects that the council is involved in.
He serves on as a trustee of the council.
In the past decade Dr. Kantaria has been
very actively involved in community and
social services in Kenya. He was a founder
member of the Giant Group of Nairobi
and later served as its Chairman. He also
served as the Federation Chairman of
the Giant Organization covering Kenya
and Tanzania which is well known in
the region for its charitable work and
assistance to the needy.
His commitment to education for all
has remained unwavering. So much that
pushed the idea of building of a School
in Limuru to his family members. The
school has been a fountain of knowledge
to children who would otherwise not
have had a chance due to their humble
beginnings. School going children are

every day given a cup of porridge to
keep them attentive in school. Boasting
of a student population of about 800, the
school has since its establishment gone
ahead to produce doctors, lawyers and
distinguished members of the society.
Dr. Kantaria remains an active member
of many boards and committees like the
Desai Memorial and Jacaranda School
for the mentally handicapped and is also
trustee of Jalaram Satsang Mandal and
Pustímargiya Vaisnav Sang, organizations
whose humanitarian work is well known.
His acts of charity has even caught the
president’s eye. In December 2004, during
the 41st independence celebrations, Dr.
Kantaria was awarded the Head of State
Commendation by the then President,
Mr. Mwai Kibaki in recognition of his
nurturing efforts to uplift the lives of
many needy Kenyans in the various
positions he has held.
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Nyanjega School.

<< FLOWERS

The larger, stranger, prettier Kenyan
flower and the labour of love in making it
This tough equation has however been
a blessing in disguise, seeing pathfinders
heading out to discover the best new
markets to tackle, with a recent delegation
sent to Russia and returning with news of
a strong appetite for flowers, for those
ready to brave the market from Kenya.
How many flowers the world buys is
subject to debate, but best estimates
put the market at around $40bn to
$60bn, of which four-fifths of the buying
is concentrated in just six countries:
Germany, the USA, the UK, France, the
Netherlands and Switzerland.

Mr. Baiju Kantaria - Director Elgon Kenya Ltd.

K

enya is a country of many firsts,
and this is especially exemplified
by the appetite in chasing new
opportunities and markets. The
vanguard lot either looks at a gap to seal
or a situation to chase. And with the
end justifying the means, many who have
built lives and empires have done it by
adjusting to market forces and prevailing
circumstances. Nowhere has this been
aptly displayed than in the Kenyan flower
growing sector. Moving from open auctions
that have been tedious and bureaucratic.
The growers who have moved to long
term direct sales contracts and heightened
health and social standards, are now turning
to making the world’s most fashionable
and appealing flowers, in an increasingly
competitive world market.

On the supply side, Kenya is now one of
the world’s three largest suppliers of cut
flowers, alongside Malaysia and Thailand,
and having recently overtaken Ecuador, to
make it to the top three.
But while the market continues to grow,
it has its own fashions, and each market
has particular preferences, for instance,
the newly rising Russian flower buyers
prefer a very large flower bud, which means
developing the right flowers to capture this
untapped market.
Following the visit of Kenya’s own highpowered delegation to Russia, some
200 hectares, most of them outside the
traditional flower growing areas, have been
dedicated to the growing of these large
budded flowers.

As well as the pain of austerity measures
across many European nations, now bowing
with hefty government debts and suffering
scant economic growth, which has limited
consumers’ spending power, the continent
has also become the main target market
for expanding suppliers in Asia, and notably
China.
Roses grown in Kenya are often of varieties
with large blossoms and impressive looks
compared to those grown in India or the
Republic of Korea, and are reasonably
priced for their superior quality. For
these reasons, demand for Kenyan roses
is growing in Japan, where they are now
enjoying major sales at supermarkets and
mass retailers.
But this bed of roses doesn’t just happen.
Flower growers know very well the
assignment that is tending to a small plant
until it produces that fine, pretty flowers.
But it doesn’t have to be a toil. Elgon Kenya
Limited has made it its primary resolve to
walk with the flower growers, both large
and small scale, to make production high
tech, and consistent. This, through globally
accepted pesticides that keep voracious
mites at bay and modern state of the art
irrigation technology to ensure constant
water supply to these tender of plants. This
among a host of other services by Elgon
Kenya have been the building blocks of
Kenya’s red gold

It is no doubt that Kenya is one of the
world’s largest exporters of flowers, yet
exporters are now having to be agile in
finding new markets, and staying ahead
in existing ones, in the face of fierce
competition from countries like China, and
the impact of financial belt-tightening in
the country’s traditionally strongest flower
markets.

Elgon Kenya Limited
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When the door of happiness closes, another opens. But often, we look
so long at the closed door; we don’t see the one that has opened for us.
-Helen Keller
even more daunting. Unless crop yields
can be raised, many people will remain
hungry, under-nourished, and unable to
seize opportunities to improve their
lives.
In addition to food, there will be an
increased demand for shelter and
housing. Without proper planning, we
are not going to be in a position to
meet this demand. It can be argued that
in Kenya, we already cannot meet the
demand.

Nishal Sodha - Director
WASHINGTON, April 8, 2013 – As
the Annual World Bank Conference on
Land and Poverty convened this week in
Washington, DC, The World Bank Group
issued the following statement:
By 2050, the world will have two
billion more people to feed. To do
that, global agricultural production will
need to increase by 70 percent. That
calls for substantial new investment
in agriculture-- in smallholders and
large farms—from both the public and
private sectors.
But investment alone will not be enough.
High and volatile food and fuel prices
and the effects of climate change and
scarce resources make the challenge
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hand to be of service to you.
Better still, drop us a line on
globalhardwarekenya@gmail.com and
ask to be put onto our automated
e-mail notification service. All new
arrivals are regularly advertised upon
receipt.
globalhardwarekenya@gmail.com
0786 GLO BAL (456 225)

At Global Hardware Ltd. we have 60
years of experience in the building of
pre-fabricated houses and offices under
our belt. Under the G.D Brothers
Ltd. banner, our sawmill in Kikuyu has
the necessary experience and capacity
to provide housing and office block
solutions for a variety of projects.
Choose from our standard brochure or
submit your own unique drawing and
we will be happy to provide our most
competitive quotation.
Made of treated timber, the dwellings
are supplied on a turn-key project basis:
when our team is done and moves out,
you simply need to connect the power
and water supplies to start using the
building!
If you would like to know about our prefabricated housing proposals, or if you
would like to see other construction
and building products, please do not
hesitate to get in touch with us.
Have an inquiry? Please do get in touch
with Rikim, Sanjay, Mary or Joy – all on
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From Grass to Grace:
Tracking the over a century Elgon
Kenya journey from 1898 to 2013 in
Kenya
together with his age mates, would camp at Mr.
Nanalal’s sawmill to get menial jobs which he
was glad to provide. “Working in the sawmill I
learnt a lot about the man we fondly referred
to as Nanu. His time and financial discipline was
impeccable.

Richard Mburu

E

xactly 115 years ago, a dream was born by a
young, vanguard and enterprising Kenyan
man in a serene little Red Hill village of
Limuru.
Nanalal Kantaria, one of the four sons of the late
Dharamshi Kala Kantaria, a trader from Gujarati,
province in India who settled in Limuru in 1898
during the construction of the Kenyan-Uganda
Railway would be the spark to bring the dream
to life.
The dream which envisioned support for the
locals has now metamorphosed into one of
the leading Agro-input power houses in East
and Central Africa and whose service to the
people has caught the eyes of all the four
Kenyan presidents. But even with this huge
transformation, the virtues of humility, hardwork
and dedication to community that informed
the founders’ dream remain the guiding
principle of Elgon Kenya Limited to-date it is
a journey vividly and fondly remembered by
many including Richard Mburu, a driver at Elgon
Kenya for over 20 years and whose father was
employed as a driver to transport logs to the
sawmill that was owned by Nanalal, remembers
part of that dream. Mburu was then a bubbly
pupil in a nearby school. Upon completion he,

Elgon Kenya Limited

Nanu’s father established the first shop in
Redhill Limuru that served Africans. Before then,
there were only markets, commonly known as
Ndunyu, where locals were involved in barter
trade. The shop sold among other items sugar,
salt, posho, millet, blankets and clothes. Nanu
and his brothers assisted in the running of the
shop. They would get the goods from Nairobi
through train, which they would then pick from
the railway station using the family’s oxcart, a
small four wheeler pushed by two oxen, to the
shop.
But the shop served as a learning medium,
which groomed the brothers into learning the
Kikuyu language and eventually customs. They
never went to any Kikuyu classes but they had
to learn the only mode of communication with
their customers. But even as the other brothers
moved to Nairobi to expand the family business,
Nanu chose to stay in Redhill, his attachment to
the locals and zeal to develop them would not
allow him to leave.
Even when owning the largest and only
sawmill in the area, and employing so many
people, anytime he saw even a coin on the floor
he would pick it, and insists that it was the first
step to wealth,”Mburu recalls fondly. Mburu
would later become a turnboy before quickly
being allowed to become a driver after getting
the requisite training lessons. Nanu gave the
Limuru locals many firsts. But the greatest
was expanding a church that was owned by
missionaries to accommodate classrooms.
Nanu believed the only way the locals could
free themselves from the yoke of poverty was
through formal education. He set out to build
classes on his own. By that time President
Jomo Kenyatta was actively campaigning for
the elimination of the three monsters in Post
Independence Kenya; poverty, ignorance and
disease.
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Upon hearing of the resolve of one timber
trader to domesticate education and make
more locals embrace formal schooling he
went to Limuru to see first-hand. For many
residents of Limuru it was the first time to
see the President at close range and the
spectacle that goes with the institution of
the presidency. “I still remember it like it
was yesterday. When Mzee Kenyatta came
to see the work Nanu had done in building
the Morrison School, word went round.
As a small boy I ran together with my
friends to see and admire the president’s
soldiers with big hats and khaki shorts.
We struggled to touch the President and
also shake Nanu’s hand. It was an amazing
experience and everyone wanted to
later go to school since school was
associated with prestige having received
the President’s nod,”Mburu recalls with a
tinge of nostalgia.
But Nanu didn’t just help the community;
he was part of the community, engaging in
all their activities and rituals while enjoying
the local delicacy with his favourite meal
being irio. He spoke fluent Kikuyu. When
the machines went silent on Saturday
afternoons, he would invite all the wazees
from the community at his office to
converse on matters development and
Kikuyu customs. According to the old
men, Nanu had passed all rites of passage
in the Kikuyu custom to qualify to sit in
the council of elders. He had even paid a
goat to the elders which is a pre requisite
for a man to be a certified member of the
council of elders that made decisions on
the wellbeing of the society. He was also
a common face in burials, weddings and
other community celebrations. But his
love for society would be put to test when
he decided to move Morrison School to a
bigger and better land.
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While it was unanimously agreed by the
board that Nanu would cut down the trees
to create space for classrooms, powerful
government officials with interest in the
land tried to block him and even tried to
allocate a rocky land to build the school.
Nanu fought on, undeterred, unfettered,
to an extent of spending the night in a
police cell. When President Moi heard of
the stubborn man who would not settle
for anything less than bringing education
closer to the locals, he got curious and
decided to visit the school, a tale locals of
Nyanjega area, where Nyanjega primary
school was built, have lived to remember.
Moi, known for his love for education
could not hide his joy as he inspected the
school. But it was a tough sale trying to
get children to attend classes regularly,
what with empty tummies and school
fees problems. Majority of them came
from humble backgrounds, with their
parents being tea pickers at the settlers’
tea plantations. Nanu determined to
get them in school introduced a feeding
programme of mandazi, porridge, and
bananas. This did the magic, a magic
that has passed the test of time, with
the school now having produced top
notch lawyers, doctors and all calibre of
respected professionals.

the staff who he treated as his own family
and his heart for the community which
he assisted in many projects like paying
school fees to the locals and getting
involved in many harambee projects.
This philanthropic demeanour has been
exemplified by the Kantaria lineage and
the Elgon Kenya Limited. The chairman
of Elgon Kenya Limited Dr. Rajinkant
Kantaria has been the hands behind the
construction of Nyanjega Secondary
School an extension of Nyanjega Primary
and which has given hope of a bright
future to hundreds of school going
children whose parents were struggling
not with just fees but classrooms.

Little wonder then that his demise
caught everyone by surprise since he
was in perfect in shape, but it’s the void
he had left that was hard to fill. Yet his
contribution had been so indelible that his
life and times were eulogized by national
media in the country.

Decades and generations later, the
promise of keeping Elgon Kenya all
Kenyan has been firmly etched in its
values of commitment to quality and
better services and the many business
and social ventures the company has
been actively involved in, which are
evident in the increased yields of farmers
and the radiant smiles of school going
Kenyan children who can now access
formal education. In fact the contribution
of Elgon Kenya to the economy and for
the social good of the Kenyan people
couldn’t go unnoticed and it also caught
the eye of retired President Mwai Kibaki.
Dr. Rajnikant Kantaria the chairman, was
in 2004 awarded the prestigious Head
of State Commendation (HSC) by the
President for his contribution to various
social activities in Kenya, while in 2009, the
company was recognized by President
Mwai Kibaki for being a distinguished tax
payer by the Kenya Revenue Authority.

Two striking traits about Nanu and his
business which have been strongly etched
in Elgon Kenya Limited were his love for

And the philanthrophic gesture which
Nanu adored and kept to heart has been
inherited by his grandsons Bimal and
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Baiju Kantaria the current directors of Elgon Kenya who many
see as having many traits of their grandfather from having a
soft spot for activities and projects that help the communities
especially the youth, to even speaking the Kikuyu language that
their grandfather was fond of.
While Nanu would fund projects and build schools for the locals,
the younger Kantarias have equally been active in ensuring the
lives of struggling Kenyans are eased.
For example they are actively involved in assisting the operations
of St Joseph Vocational Institute for the poor in Mlolongo, that
aims to equip the youth with skills on latest technology and
development of micro and small enterprises, one of the pillars of
the country’s economy. The institute has gone ahead to produce
top notch automative engineers and mechanics in the country.
They also led other Elgon Kenya staff in providing support to
a home for the elderly and disabled by donating Sh850, 000
towards the purchase of a Toyota Noah van, an act that has not
only saved lives but also given impetus to the home to restore
human dignity to the neglected. This, even as the company
invested more to improve the welfare of the home.
These selfless acts to society while driving the economy
forward saw Mr. Bimal Kantaria invited with other leaders to
meet President Uhuru Kenyatta at the 88th Rotary conference in
Mombasa recently .
A catalogue of prestigious local and international awards is
testament to the journey that has defined Elgon Kenya as a
Kenyan company looking for Kenyan solutions. The company’s
service to the farmers and impressive growth model saw it feted
at the prestigious Ernst and Young Entrepreneur of the Year
Award 2011.
The company also won the hotly contested 2012 Du Pont
Environmental Respect Award for its active role in preserving and
protecting nature even as it offers effective service to farmers.
The company trounced over 65 entries from over 20 countries in
the world to emerge among winners. Elgon has equally received
numerous recognitions for its partnerships that are changing
ordinary lives and making Kenya a better home for every Kenyan.

Elgon Kenya Limited
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Elgon Kenya adds ‘Tosha’ tagline to
capture its dynamic energy
In a bid to capture the spirit and business resolve of being a one stop shop for its customers spawning
from farmers, builders, exporters and corporates, Elgon Kenya Limited has added a new tagline
dubbed ‘Elgon Kenya Tosha.’ This loosely translating to ‘Elgon is everything’ “From Seeds to Harvest”

Mr. Ritesh Patel

R

esearch from Bridgenet Africa,
Lateral Research Institute and
a host of other development
institutions indicate that seven
in every ten investors or business people
consider access to readily available
market information a priority in deciding
where to invest. An impressive 60 percent
also prefer getting services in one place
as opposed to a spread hunt.
The spirit of the message aims at
convincing the burgeoning list of its
customers that the company can walk
with them from production to marketing.
With able departments ranging from
agrochemicals and fertilizer, packaging,
irrigation and manufacturing among
others, Elgon Kenya Ltd has undoubtedly
built a name as you find it all under one
roof which explains the rebrand. For
example, as Kenya continues to record an
impressive number of new age farmers
who are planting high yielding seeds,
courting new farming methods like
irrigation and accessing both local and
international markets, Elgon Kenya Ltd
has positioned all its departments to give
this new farmer products and services
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within the shortest time possible, saving
the much needed time and energy. So
when a farmer walks into Elgon Kenya
in the department of seeds he gets high
yielding, fast maturing seed varieties
which is then followed by advice on the
best variety for their planting zone. The
agrochemicals and fertilizer division
will walk the farmer through spotting
diseases and pests in time to save his
crops while giving him the best range of
pest control arsenals. This coupled with
high quality fertilizer guarantees the
farmer optimum crop production. And
as the vagaries of the weather hits the
country hardest, now being occasioned
by delayed rains during planting,
farmers can only cushion themselves
with modern farming techniques. The
irrigation department with its state of
the-art irrigation technology has the
best solutions for various ecological
zones ensuring that economical usage
of water is maintained. A farmer who
walks into this division is also guaranteed
of free professional advice on water
conservation in irrigation.

meet the local and international market
standards.
This scenario, and many others,
captures the essence that has informed
the inclusion of the tagline, not only
embodying the business model of
Elgon Kenya Ltd but also the spirit and
mantra which was spearheaded by the
founders of the company; that of being
a Kenyan company, run by Kenyans and
contributing its share in making Kenya a
better place for us all

The manufacturing of plastic extrusion
film and bag making division ensures
that upon harvest they can get the best
storage bags among other products
which ensures longevity of the produce.
Reports indicate that farmers loose upto
40 percent of their produce from farms to
market in part due to poor storage. The
poor storage of produce is in part through
faulty storage materials for example
gunny bags that are conduits to pests.
Elgon’s unrivalled packaging division
that specializes in making of buckets
and crates assures the farmer that their
produce are well packaged especially
when being taken to the market with the
impression on packaging being key in
determining a customer’s decision. This
packaging assures the farmer that his
fresh produce can be well packaged to
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Kenya hosts largest Flower Expo
for second year
“ Our main aim is to promote and boost
export from Kenyan soil, to bring buyers
and growers in one socializing hub for
a period of three days, this will help the
buyers from western destination to spend
time with the growers and be able to
interact physically,” said Dick Raamsdonk,
HPP exhibitions president. Dick also said
that Kenya has to look for New markets
such as Russia not only to depend to
the existing market entities due to
depreciation of the existing markets. This
expo will merge players together to boost
market e.g in US and Canada as their other
suitable markets.

Jane Waweru

T

he second edition of the
prestigious International Flower
Trade Expo opened its doors with
focus on the need for increased
finacing of the sector and sustainability as a
means of enhancing productivity, at a time
when the growth in international demand
has been projected at 5% against exacting
consumer requirements for product
quality and demonstration of due diligence
to environmental stewardship and social
accountability.

According to Jane Ngige, Chief Executive
for Kenya Flower Council, Kenyan journey
started in Miami for buyers to import
Kenyan flower terming it as A-quality,
however Jane argued that Kenya needs
to streamline its standard to be able
to demand for its returns. Proactive
mechanisms, she said, therefore needs to
be put in place to ensure every Kenyan
farmer enjoys returns of their produce.
Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries Cabinet
Secretary Felix Koskei said a significant
chunk of the agricultural financing would go
to raising productivity, commercialisation
and competitiveness of horticulture.
“Let me assure investors, growers and our
customers that the government will put in
place policies to facilitate further growth

The expo has taken the Kenya flower
industry to the next level; from being
a conservative flower producer selling
through fixed channels, to becoming a
progressive flower producer exporting
to numerous importers from all over the
world.
Kenya is the lead exporter of rose cut
flowers to the European Union, with a
market share of about 38 per cent. One in
every three flowers in in the international
market is from Kenya, elaborating the all
important role the Kenyan flower is in the
global arena.

of horticulture, and by extension flower
industry,” said Mr Koskei when he officially
opened this year’s International Flower
Trade Expo (IFTEX) in Nairobi.
He also noted that the ministry had plans
to increase irrigation-fed food production
to ensure food security in the country.
“In accordance with the promises made by
the government, we want to ensure that
one million acres are irrigated in the next
five years,”.
Among the main challenges facing the
productivity of the horticultural produce,
high transport costs have been cited as the
main hindrance.
“The government also recognises that
about 50 per cent of export horticulture
production costs are related to freight
charges and a significant portion by energy
costs,” noted Mr Koskei adding that the
government was set to initiate discussions
with freight service providers and energy
and development partners to come up
with innovative ways of reducing the costs.
And as the industry waits for the new
government to fulfill its promise to the
sector, the private sector has stepped
up to its commitment to the industry.
Companies like Elgon Kenya Limited have
been in the frontline of working with
the growers, both small and large scale
through provision of world class and
modern farming technologies including
pest control arsenals that are the biggest
threat to optimum flower production

Jane Ngige, CEO Kenya Flower Council

The main cut flowers grown in the country
are roses at 87.7 per cent) carnations
7.4 per cent and alstromeria 1.8 per
cent. Other flowers cultivated include
gypsophilla, lilies, arabicum, hypericum,
statice and a range of summer flow.

Elgon Kenya Limited
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Elgon Kenya delves into cereals business
to stem over reliance on imports
Recent developments especially in Kenya’s food baskets where farmers have abandoned
cereal production for other crops they perceive as lucrative, like coffee, has put the
country at a precarious food security situation, coming at a time when agricultural
bodies are warning that abandoning cereal cultivation risks over dependence on grain
imports which has the ultimate effect of high food prices and inflation.
and keeps the economy in check,”said
Mr. Baiju Kantaria the Director of Elgon
Kenya Limited. “There is inflation already,
joblessness and low purchasing power for
many Kenyans; if food prices go higher
than they have in the recent past then
the number of people accessing even two
meals a day will be much lower,” he said.
Despite the country’s potential to
produce a surplus, Kenya is a net importer
of basic cereals like maize and wheat. High
food prices are among the main drivers of
inflation in the country.

Mr. Mahesh Sharma Head of Business
in agriculture, Elgon Kenya

L

ast year Kenya imported some 2.3
million tonnes of cereals to meet
a growing demand, a year-on-year
increase of 37 percent, according
to the UN Food and Agricultural
Organization, which estimated domestic
harvests of maize - a staple for 90 percent
of Kenyans - at 2.5 million tonnes, down
18 percent because of poor weather.
This import dependency, industry players
now say, could be mitigated with the use
of improved inputs by cereal growers
chief among them high yielding, drought
and disease resistant varieties. “This not
only ensures that farmers get incentives
to grow more, but also keeps the price of
food within the reach of many consumers
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In traditional food baskets of the country
like Trans Nzoia county, farmers are
replacing cereals with other crops like
coffee, a trend that now threatens the food
security situation in the country. In Trans
Nzoia the area under maize cultivation
has fallen by 450 hectares over the last
year, according to agricultural officers.
Leading agro input powerhouse in East
Africa, Elgon Kenya Limited in a new plan
to diversify its business and respond to
market demands has invested heavily in
supply and marketing of cereals to Kenyan
farmers even as it remains committed
to its resolve of offering homegrown
solutions to Kenyan solutions. “The idea is
to arrest the over dependency on imports
and cushion our farmers from erratic
supply and price fluctuations of imported
commodities,” said Nelson Maina the
Communications Manager of Elgon Kenya.
For example, the outbreak of a deadly
wheat disease in Russia last year affected
production and exports of its wheat,

which Kenya is a net importer of, sending
the price of the imported wheat sky
high creating an acute shortage that
threatened over 5 million Kenyans with
food insufficiency.
Elgon Kenya through its extensive stockist
network in Kenya and East Africa and a
dedicated seed department is reaching
out to more farmers through high yielding
cereals. Maize varieties like Olerai, a midaltitude hybrid maize varieties, which they
say guarantee farmers five to ten per cent
more yield than any current mid-altitude
breeds. The new varieties are resistant to
Grey leaf spot and Maize Streak Viruses,
and Turcicum blight. Research shows that
per hectare these infections combined can
reduce yield by 50 percent.
And then there is the equally deadly mutant
fungus, Ug99, named after its discovery in
Uganda in 1999 which is spread by windborne spores. By 2003, most of Kenya’s
wheat varieties had been identified as
susceptible to the fungus which turns
fields of wheat into black stubble, with
empty spikes that hold little or no grain.
Elgon Kenya Limited in a bid to counter
this has also introduced superior wheat
varieties. “We strongly feel that while
this is a very viable business model and
marketing strategy for us, it is also a way
to ease the burden our Kenyan farmers
have been going through with traditionally
inferior crop varieties. The result of
releasing these superior seed varieties will
reinvigorate cereal production, which has
fallen drastically in recent years impacting
food prices and GDP growth,” Baiju
Kantaria concluded
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<< FARMERS AWARD

Its all systems go for the inaugural
National Farmers Awards
FROM COMMUNICATION DESK

A

s preparations for the inaugural
Kenya National Farmers Awards
near completion, officials at the
Ministry of Agriculture and Elgon
Kenya Limited have been on an active
grassroot campaign to create awareness
to both farmers and the Ministry of
Agriculture grassroot representatives in a
bid to ensure as many farmers as possible
participate and the exercise runs smoothly.
Elgon Kenya Limited, a regional agro input
behemoth, inspired by the hardwork of the
millions of smallholder farmers has sought
to reward them in an yearly basis, working
closely with the Ministry of Agriculture.
“We have sought to return the dignity
of the soil and appreciate the immense
contribution that goes into placing food
in the table of millions of Kenyan families.
With these awards, we just don’t want
people to enjoy their meals. We want
them to also remember what goes on in
the production of that food. From the first
seed planted to the bunch they buy in the
markets,” said Bimal Kantaria Elgon Kenya
Director.
The National Farmers Competition Award
Scheme 2013, which replaces the famous
“Presidential
Farmers’
Competitions
Award Scheme” which the Ministry has
been conducting annually covering all the
provinces will now increase the number
of winners from the traditional two, large
scale and small scale, to five in order to
capture as many and varied discplines in
agriculture as possible.
Traditionally the farmers awards under
the auspices of the Ministry of Agriculture
were conducted starting from the divisional
level where the winners moved then to the
district level then to the provincials before
a thorough vetting that ultimately producd
a small and large scale winning farmer.
The panel of judges who will determine
the shorlisting and the ultimate winners
is drawn from a pool of public and private
sector personnel with a rich backgrounding
in judging and agriculture. Zacharia Mairura
Kiyondi, a senior assistant director of
Agriculture at the Ministry of Agriculture
and who has been the lead judge in the

Elgon Kenya Limited

PEN POWER: Felix Koskei the Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries Cabinet
Secretary admires a copy of Elgon Kenya’s news magazine as officials from
Elgon Kenya and the Ministry look on.

Ministry’s farmers awards for the last
15 years is among those in the judging
panel. “Out of all the applications we will
shortlist, and we can anticipate we will get
many, we will do a shortlisting and then the
judging committee will visit each of those
shortlisted to assess whether they meet
the judging criteria,”said Mr. Mairura.

The partnership with Elgon
Kenya has now broadened
the list of farmers eligible for
winning and given the much
needed impetus in modernizing
the awards.
The judging criteria will among other
things include level of commitment
to environmental protection, climate
change mitigation measures, and working
environment improvement issues among
others. Each judge will have their own
score card which they will be awarding
marks against. During deliberations each
judge will require to defend the scores
they give and convince other judges before
they can all get into a consensus. “We have
to make sure that we do it the best way

we can. We have to reward those who are
working hard to keep this nation moving.
Which is why we have to be meticulous in
this,”added Mairura.
“We hope to keep improving the awards
every year but we are overly excited with
this one. We have received very impressive
number of entries and we are still receiving
more. This is not just rewarding farmers,
it is also playing our part as a company to
make the world a better place,”said Nelson
Maina the Head of Communication at
Elgon Kenya.
The Ministry is also counting on the
exercise to build a database of all farmers
it can get to allow easier access and
communication to farmers especially now
when extension services have moved
online to capture an even larger pool of
farmers. “We are actively advocating for
moving agriculture beyond subsistence to
farming for business in order to draw even
more young people who consider it as a
poor man’s job,”said Mairura.
Kenya’s agricultural sector is the nerve
of the economy contributing a quarter of
the country’s earning and employing over
75 percent of the population both directly
and indirectly. Exports from the sector are
relied upon by the government in delivery
of important public services
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Kenya’s new breed of green
millionaires
most expensive in urban regions, many
are also turning to new models of renting
farms.
Already companies have invested in land
that they rent to these enterprising
farmers. The most common are farms
renting out green houses.
The crops preferred by these rental
farmers include horticultural products
such as tomatoes.
A typical 8x30 metre greenhouse can
accommodates 800 tomato plants with
a guaranteed uniform maturity and over
90 per cent of yield all year. Typically, each
plant yields around 60 kg a year, which
sell sfor Sh600 to Sh3,000 depending on
season, and makes for earnings across all
800 plants of above Sh1m a year.

Mr. Patrick N. Kimani, CEO, KLPA

A

new class of investors is
emerging in Kenya - the new age
farmer - buying land and planting
high-yield crops, putting in water
infrastructure to break dependency on
rains, and even renting farms to cash in on
returns often as high as a double payback
in a single season.

Agroproneurs are also considering the
type of crops that bring the highest returns
for the smallest investments. A frontrunner
has been tissue culture bananas, especially
in Central Kenya, where the bananas
naturally thrive. The best yields possible
from traditional bananas optimum was
around 10 tonnes per hectare, but tissue
culture bananas yield an average of 30 to
40 tonnes per hectare.

Another darling of the agropreneurs is the
yellow passion fruit.
On a quarter of an acre, which costs
around Sh100,000 in Maragua in Central
Kenya, where the crop does well, a
Sh20,000 to Sh35,000 investment in farm
management gives a return of Sh80,000
after every passion fruit harvest.
The scale of these returns, which even
including the cost of the land add up to
more than 50 per cent a year on passion
fruit farming, are what is now drawing so
many new agropreneurs. The options for
high return crops are plentiful.
Elgon Kenya has positioned itself to
respond to this rising demand for new
age farming. With a host of high yielding
seeds, especially horticultural like water
melon, cabbage and peas, and top notch
irrigation technology, the company is
receiving massive requests from farmers
keen on turning themselves into green
millionaires. “And it makes us so proud to
see even young people making handsome
returns from this new age farming. It
makes us want to get them these products
more and more, because that’s why we
are in business. To change Kenya for the
better,”said Elgon Kenya Limited Director
Mr. Bimal Kantaria

After several bumpy years on the Nairobi
Securities Exchange, where investors finally
made returns of 33.3 per cent last year
following several years of losses, and facing
a property market where price growth
is currently on or below inflation, many
investors have been looking for a class of
investment that can yet transform their
seed capital in record time.
Against this backdrop, agri-business which can take an initial investment as
small as a few tens of thousands of shillings
and where Sh1m opens the door to
now hundreds of options - is attracting a
growing class of ‘peri-urban’ farmers and
agribusiness investors.
Most of the new investors prefer to own
land close to where they live, so they can
monitor their crops. But with land at its
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The tale of Global Hardware Limited
and the “Customer is King” mantra
needs in a fast changing market has given us
a competitive edge.
And as technology gains pace at
unprecedented levels both globally and
locally, we have positioned ourselves to
bring the new technology at the doorsteps
of our clients.

Jyoti Patel

T

hree years into operation, Global
Hardware Limited has built a name
and reputation as the unrivaled
market king in the manufacture
and stocking of some of the most sought
after and superior quality hardware brands
in the region. These brands imported
from traditionally respected manufacturing
zones like China and India, coupled with
our unflinching commitment to customers’

Elgon Kenya Limited

For example the household Video Home
System (VHS System) of yore is fast being
replaced by the superior DVD collections.
The burgeoning demand for the DVD
storage solutions has seen us get the
customers what they need and deserve.
We have introduced the widest selection
of CD, DVD, Cassette, and Videotape
storage solutions of 6 ft,3.5 feet width,40
kg weight related accessories at fair prices
in different colours. We have a collection
of over 27 DVD racks, each selected for
its commitment to style and function.
Our selection includes laminated MDF
furniture with beautiful veneers in beech,
white and walnut; whatever your style
preference, and however many DVDs
you own, we’ve got a DVD storage
solution that is right for you.

Our core values of commitment to offer
the best service make us the essential goto point for any hardware. We have gone
beyond just CD’s and DVD’s to also cater
to other sectors of the economy with our
wide array of enviable products.
Whether in agriculture, iron mongery,
prefabricated houses or offices, we have an
answer to every customer’s need.
Have an inquiry? Please do get in touch
with Mary, Jyoti or Joy all at your service
on 0786 456 225 or drop your query on
globalhardwarekenya@gmail.com

And as we meet more than 95% of the
requirements of the hardware items, this
makes us the True ‘ONE STOP SHOP’.
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GOLDEN HANDSHAKE: H.E. President Uhuru Kenyatta
shakes hand with Bimal Kantaria, Elgon Kenya director.

KEEN EAR: David Muiru (centre) addressing growers at
IFTEX exhibition

FORMIDABLE PARTNERSHIP: Gikunda Iracha,
Bayer Crop Science head of sales, and Baiju
Kantaria, Elgon Kenya Ltd Director.

CUSTOMER IS KING: Ashok Reddy (R) in a discussion with
Baiju Kantaria (centre) and a visitor at IFTEX exhibition

AT YOUR SERVICE: Santosh Gadhe (left), Baiju
Kantaria (right) with visitors at IFTEX exhibition.

EYE FOR DETAIL: Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture, Livestock and
Fisheries Felix Koskei listens attentively as Ashok and Mahesh from
Elgon Kenya takes him through Elgon Kenya’s magazine during the
African Livestock Conference and Exhibition ALiCE.

HOW WE DO IT: Mangesh Haldavanekar (left),Vaibhav
Deshmukh, (centre) with visitor at IFTEX exhibition

GO YE AND PLANT! Cereal farm

INFORMATION POWER: Cereal farmers at a training session in Narok

SOLIDARITY: Elgon Kenya staff at IFTEX

FLOWER POWER: Dick Raamsdon
Fisheries Cabi

QUENCHING INFO THIRST: Farmers at a field da

SERVICE TO ALL: Bimal Kantaria,Yogi Yagnik, Punit
Shah with a visitor at IFTEX exhibition

mers at a Narok training day

A SEED AT A TIME: Patrick Ngugi, Country Manager BASF,
training cereal farmers in Narok

WE ARE THE BRAND: From Left: Mahesh Sharma,
Mangesh Haldavanekar Yogi Yagnik and Nishal
Sodha, director

WINNING WAYS: Elgon Kenya staff celebrating a trophy at Kiambu field day

nk, HPP exhibitions president and Livestock and
inet secretary Felix Koskei

ay in Kiambu

WEIGHTY WHEAT MATTERS: Mahesh Shamah in a
wheat plantation in Narok county

GIVE US MORE: Farmers at Nyahururu field day

THE TEAM: Elgon Kenya staff at Narok field day

IN LINE OF BUSINESS: Manish Tyagi (centre) with
Mavuno Exporters directors at IFTEX exhibition

HERE WE GO: From left : David Muiru, Joseph
Mwarania and Bimal Kantaria at IFTEX exhibition

FLOWER POWER: From Left: Arun Kumar
Singh, Punit Shah and Ricardo Fernandez at
IFTEX exhibition

<< P A C K A G I N G

Promoting Safe Packaging
of storing medicine was put to an abrupt
stop after medical experts raised the
alarm following a sharp increase in cases
involving children who were mistaking
the medicine so stored for soft drinks,
and ending up gulping the medicine as
they would their favourite soda brand.
It did not help matters that a majority
of the cough syrups had a sweet taste.
These children were victims of incorrect
packaging.
While it may be easy to explain away
such incidences as childish blunders
attributable to the still developing brains
of kids, adults can also fall victim to
errors in packaging, albeit in a much more
subtle manner.

Mr. George Omuok
A few years back, a close friend had to
rush his two year-old son to hospital after
the boy had ingested paraffin which had
been stored in a soda bottle. The boy had
mistaken the paraffin for his favourite soft
drink brand. Yet this is not an isolated
case. Throughout the country, similar
incidences of children mistaking paraffin
and other chemicals for soft drinks
because the paraffin was stored in soda
bottles have been reported.
I recall a time, during my childhood, when
patients were often required to carry
along with them empty bottles whenever
they had to visit the local dispensaries
since the bottles would be required as
receptacles for liquid medicine such as
cough syrup and mild antiseptic in the
prescribed dosages.
Since the manufacture of plastic bottles
was still then at a nascent stage in the
country, if not non-existent, the only
readily available bottles were either soda
bottles or beer bottles. For moral reasons
the latter could not be used for storing
medicine leaving the former as almost the
only option available to the vast majority:
and the consequences were deadly.
Despite the convenience afforded by the
soda bottles, their usage for the purpose
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Let me explain: one of the ways that
error in packaging can pose a risk to
human, animal and plant life is if they bare
incorrect instructions and or information
printed on it. Envisage, if you may, a
situation where the dosage printed on the
label of a cough syrup is supposed to read
10ml but because of printing error some
text are missing including the zero in the
10ml. The dosage ends up reading as 1ml.
This can lead to a serious case of under
dosing. In the same vein, if a powder drug
needs to be dissolved in 100ml of water
but because of printing error one zero
is missing on the 100ml, the instructions
end up reading as 10ml. This can lead to
serious case of overdosing.
One of the advantages of BRC quality
systems (to which we are certified) is
that it seeks to address such hazards so
that the intended goal of manufacturing
safe products is consistently met. As a
company the clarity and correctness of
printed text forms a key element of our
quality control procedures because it
is not just enough to have good quality
printing but the correct information
printed as well.This is monitored right
from the artwork stage all the way to the
finished product.
But the correctness of the packaging is
not only limited to ensuring the safety
of the consumer but can enhance its

Most people
unquestioningly believe
the information and
instructions printed on
the packaging material
hence the importance of
ensuring that all printed
information is free of
error.
marketability as well. We have been
conditioned to connect certain kinds of
packaging and colours to certain products.
For example most people associate brown
plastic bottles with cheap alcoholic drinks.
Therefore packing a soft drink in a brown
plastic bottle sends the wrong signal to
many would be buyers. A brand name can
also affect the appeal of the brand. I know
of this soft drink that has been around for
over a decade now and yet has somehow
failed to increase its market share. I
believe that this has mainly been due to
its name which to some peoplesounds
almost like some medicine.
Luckily though, with recent advancement
in graphic design, it is now possible
to design packaging material for fast
moving consumer products, and through
computer simulation, be able to observe
how it will appear in a supermarket shelve
alongside competing brands and the
impact it may have on would be buyers.
This will lead to the avoidance of costly
blunders in the design of new packaging
material and hopefully bring to an end the
era of trial and error. This technology is
now locally available and it couldn’t have
come at a better time than now when
packaging is increasingly becoming an
effective marketing tool.
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A transformatory partnership
that brings messages to farmers
doorsteps
with this noble cause, has since last year
partnered with KLPA to reach as many
farmers as possible through the trade
fairs.
Last year the trade fairs managed
to cover virtually all counties of the
country a resolve both KLPA and Elgon
Kenya say will be met this year. Already
the trade fairs have this year covered a
sizeable number of counties.

Mr. Henry Koech

B

ehind a growing number of
farmers who are now easily
accessing information easily
thanks to farmer field days, is the
coming together of farmer conscious
organizations that are working hard to
bridge the information gap that is every
farmers’ biggest enemy.
Elgon Kenya Limited has been one such
organization, driven by the fact that
while it is in the business of selling to
customers, it also has a humanitarian
duty to assist its customers the best way
it can.
Such has been the two year experience
through a partnership with the Kenya
Livestock
Producers
Associations
(KPLA) through its annual field days
which attracts over 15,000 farmers.
KLPA established in 2004 as an apex
association for all livestock producers
in the country to advocates for the
welfare of livestock producers in Kenya
and ensure improved livelihood of
livestock producers has been running a
series of agribusiness trade fairs across
the country to provide an information
pool that would quest farmers’ thirst
for information. Elgon Kenya identifiying
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This year, in a bid to keep spicing the
trade exhibitions, Elgon Kenya has gone
a notch higher and donated a heifer
to be used in the competitions. This
encourages more farmers to participate.
The drive of Elgon Kenya is to get as
many farmers to participate in these
trade exhibitions as possible because
an informed farmer is all the country
needs to increase food production and
address once and for all the menace of
food insecurity.

These trade exhibitions have
been rich grounds for farmers
to interact with professionals
from all areas of agriculture
allowing farmers to learn at no
cost and freely engage with the
professionals. But its not a walk
in the park for organizers with
issues like logistics requiring
an extra boost. Elgon Kenya
Limited has been lucky to offer
a hand. For example providing
a means of transport for
farmers from their homes to
the venue of the trade fair, and
back plus facilitation. Farmers
come from far and wide to
access the information and it is
only fair if they are allowed to
access the trade exhibitions if
we are to encourage more of
them into farming. “There is an
acute hunger for information
as evidenced by the number
of farmers who attend these
exhibitions. Furthermore the
level of intense interaction with
the experts is heart warming.
It goes to tell us that farmers
actually want to farm but don’t
have the information or the
guidelines on how to do it.While
anybody can sit and sulk with
the ‘naomba serikali’ mentality,
we at Elgon Kenya Ltd choose
to go an extra mile knowing that
the government cannot on its
cover all these farmers. We are
lucky to have found a common
partner in KLPA,”said Edwin
Nyabiba of Elgon Kenya.
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Scaling the food security resolve,
a seed at a time
BY NELSON MAINA

M

ore than 1.3 million Kenyan
farmers have land but no seeds
to plant. This coming at a time
when over 10 million Kenyans are still
food insecure. To the farmers who have
access to the seeds they rely on retained
seeds, the seeds from the previous
harvest, because of their their availability
and the low cost in acquiring them. The
trouble with the retained seeds is that
they are susceptible to diseases, and
cannot withstand the changing weather
conditions. Infact these retained seeds,
have yields of 25-30 percent lower than
the yield of hybrid seeds in the first
harvest. In harvests after that, yield tends
to drop 50 percent. Ultimately this leads
to dismal yields and the cycle of food
insecurity continues.
The over reliance on traditional inferior
seeds was to blame for the fatal maize
disease that wiped thousands of acres
of maize crops in Kenya’s breadbasket
areas of threatening millions of Kenyans
with starvation last year and which has
since resurfaced. scientists attributed
the resurgence to farmers failing to heed
to warnings on planting and using seeds
from previous harvest.
The disease was also blamed on fake
seeds which have been in the market
with farmers especially in North Rift and
Central Kenya, who predominantly grow
maize, having fallen prey to unscrupulous
traders who have been packaging
counterfeit and passing them as genuine.
Maize Lethal Necrotic (MLN), a viral
infection made up of two viruses, maize
chlorotic mottle virus and sugarcane
mosaic virus.The disease is new in the
country but has been reported in other
parts of the world. Already, according
to government estimates, last year the
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disease caused a loss of over 8,000
tonnes of maize and affected 4,200
hectares of farmland.
The cost and scarcity of high quality seeds
in Kenya has held back many smallholders
in achieving the highest yields, as well as
limiting them in trying out new crops.
But the demand for seeds from these
farmers is still high. According to
recent reports the demand for seeds
in 13 countries in Africa combined is
around 0.5 million tonnes, with the
supply being only 0.2 million tonnes.
This translates to only a 40 percent
of the demand being met.

And as Elgon scales up its commitment
to farmers across the country both small
scale and large scale, the drive to keep
Kenya food secure while giving farmers
extra income from their toils in the farms
just got a notch higher, because together
we can make Kenya the breadbasket of
Africa and the world.

Elgon
Kenya
Limited
having
interacted first hand with Kenyan
farmers through its extensive
field officer network has seen the
trouble smallholder farmers have
gone through, some through lack of
information and at times prohibitive
cost of high quality seeds.
In a resolve to remain true to its
mantra of offering Kenyan solutions
to Kenyan problems, Elgon Kenya
has invested heavily in seed supply,
breeding and distribution. Working
in partnership with respected
world brands, the company is now
making farmers access high yielding,
fast maturing, disease and drought
resistant seed varieties spanning
from horticultural to cereal seeds.
Seed varieties like Water Melons
Sweet Shine F1 for example, produces
vigorous and strong vines giving
proper shade and nourishment to
fruits producing fruits with an average
weight of seven to nine kilogrammes
which is almost double the tradition
water melon fruit weight.
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Know Your Pests
Red spidermites
Generally, spidermites prefer the undersides of leaves, but in severe
infestation will occur on both leaf surfaces as well as on the stems
and fruits. They suck the sap of plant tissues. Infestations are most
serious in hot and dry conditions. Because they multiply very
fast they are able to destroy plants within a short period of time.
Spidermites spin silk threads that anchor them and their eggs to
the plant. The fine web produced by spidermites protects them
from some of their enemies and even from pesticide applications.
First symptoms are usually clusters of yellow spots on the upper
surface of leaves, which may also appear chlorotic.This gives the leaf
a speckled or mottled appearance. Feeding by spidermites may lead
to a change of leaf or flower colour. Attacked leaves turn bronze,
or rusty, purple or yellow brown colour. The mites are responsible
for over 40 percent of all rose yield losses.

Mealybugs
Mr. Vaibhav Deshmukh, Technical
sales manager

F

lower farming in Kenya has been
enjoying a meteoric rise on the
backdrop of heightened local and
international demand coupled with
emerging markets.
Production and exports have also been on
an upward trajectory, but so has been the
threats to flower farming especially rose
flowers that Kenya is known for. Climate
change for example has brought with it new
diseases and pests that threatenconsistent
flower production.
In this section we highlight some of the
stubborn pests and diseases affecting rose
flowers and how farmers can identify them.
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Mealybugs damage rose plants by sucking sap from roots, and
the tender stem. They excrete honeydew on which sooty mould
develops. Severely infested leaves turn yellow and gradually dry.
Severe attack can result in shedding of leaves and inflorescences,
reduced rose setting and falling of petals.The foliage and flower may
become covered with sticky honeydew, which serves as a medium
for the growth of sooty moulds. The honeydew attracts ants, which
collect the honey and protect indirectly mealybugs from natural
enemies. Some mealybugs inject toxic substances while feeding
causing deformation of the plant. Heavy mealybug attack appears
as white, waxy masses of mealybugs on stems, fruits and along the
veins on the underside of leaves. Heavy infestations usually result
in coating of adjacent stems, leaves and fruits with honeydew and
sooty mould

Thrips
Thrips feed on the lower surface of leaves, buds, flowers and fruits.
Both larvae and adults feed by piercing the plant tissue and sucking
up the released plant juices. A heavy infestation causes premature
wilting, delay in leaf development and distortion of leaves and
young shoots. Under heavy infestations, when buds and flowers are
attacked, abortion usually occurs. Thrips attack may also result in
premature fruit shed. Thrips may also cause cosmetic damage to
plants. Thrips feeding causes scarring of flowers and skin blemishes
and distortion of fruits. The characteristic symptom of attack is
a silvery sheen of the attacked plant tissue, and white or silvery
patches and streaks on leaves, fruits and pods. Affected tissue will
dry up when the damage is severe.
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FACT SHEET
As farmers look for the best remedy to contain the rising cases of pests in ornamentals
especially flowers, Elgon Kenya Limited, the most respected distributor of World class pest
control arsenals in the region, has a host of affordable and readily available insecticides
which can be accessed from agrovets across the country. Some of the top notch pest control
products distributed by Elgon Kenya include:
Danisaraba 20SC
A tried and tested pest control arsenal, Danisaraba 20SC is an insecticide
and arcaricide purposely meant to weed out stubborn pests that attack,
nuts, tea, and ornamentals. It targets especially spider mite of the
Tetranychus species. This species is one of the most dangerous greenhouses
pests: when the climate is hot and dry, its populations increase rapidly. It
is effective against all growth stages of the mites by killing the eggs,the
hatched larvae and also the adults in a matter of minutes. It is known to
have no adverse effects on crops.

Zoro 1.8 EC
This is a natural derived arcaricide which provides an effective and long
lasting control of spidermites and leaf miners in ornamentals.
It is a spectrum insecticide/miticide which acts by blocking transmission of
signals between nerve cells.
Shortly after ingestion the susceptible mites and insects become irreversibly
paralysed and die within 3 to 4 days. It is compatible with most conventional
insecticides and fungicides except strong alkaline materials. It is soft on
beneficial insects and mites, reduces risk of flare ups of other pests, and is
compatible with many Integrated Pest Management programmes.

Edizole 250EC
This is a broad spectrum systemic fungicide with a long lasting, preventive
and curative action, against powdery mildew, leaf spot, botrytis, rust and
alternaria in ornamentals and vegetables. Although the mode mode of action
permits protective and curative use, it is recommended to apply the product
early enough to avoid irreversible crop damage and build up of the disease.

With these products however, Elgon Kenya Limited encourages farmers to always read the label and any accompanying
literature in the packaging container before using the product.

Elgon Kenya Limited
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The agricultural abyss in Kenya’s
wheat farms
Kenya’s wheat production has been on a downward trend in recent years, even as demand
soars driven by rising urbanization where people are developing an appetite for massproduced, convenient foods containing processed wheat flour.
of this decade. The deadly mutant fungus,
Ug99, named after its discovery in Uganda
in 1999, is spread by wind-borne spores. By
2003, most of Kenyan’s wheat varieties had
been identified as susceptible to the fungus
which turns fields of wheat into black
stubble, with empty spikes that hold little
or no grain.

Elgon Kenya Limited Product
Development Manager, Ashok Reddy

T

he national demand for wheat has
increased to 900 tonnes annually
against national production of
300 tonnes, with demand rising by
some 5 per cent each year on rural urban
migration and changing dietary habits. This
yawning deficit has taken its toll on food
prices and the country GDP growth as
wheat is regarded Kenya’s second staple
food after maize.
This has seen Kenya import about 60
percent of its wheat needs mainly from
Egypt and Mauritius, according to the
Ministry of Agriculture. And while it is
not nearly as widely grown as maize or
rice, wheat nevertheless is an important
component of the country’s domestic
food production - being grown on about
4 per cent of the country’s arable land, as
160,000 hectares out of 4,000,000 hectares
of arable land.
Among the major causes of the deficit is
a catastrophic wheat stem rust originating
from Uganda and responsible for 50-70
per cent of yield losses which has ravaged
Kenya’s wheat farmers for the better part
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Narok is one of the leading wheat producing
regions in the country, but is constantly
among the hardest hit regions by the Ug99
fungus, drastically affecting wheat supply in
the country. In 2008 the attack on Narok
farms pushed wheat flour prices up by 100
percent.The drop in wheat production and
in Narok output again in 2010 was flagged
by the Ministry of Planning as one of the
factors that slowed Kenya’s economic
growth in 2011.

Such timely interventions, industry players
say, are capable of bridging the gaping
deficit by even up to a half, a fact which
would be a major leap in giving the country
an alternative staple in times of maize
shortage which has become endemic in the
country. Elgon Kenya Ltd has also invested
heavily in new high quality, fast maturing
and pest resistant wheat varieties to ensure
that more acreage is put under wheat
production.

The disease has mainly affected small-scale
farmers because most of them cannot
afford to buy the pesticides, leading to up
to 80 per cent of their crop being lost. It
is estimated that up to 30,000 tonnes of
wheat are lost to the rust annually.
The cost of spraying pesticide four
times before the harvest is estimated to
be Sh10,000 per hectare, or about 33
per cent of the cost of production. This
burden on impotent pest control methods
has come at a time when higher yields
hold the key to stabilising the prices of
products derived from Kenya’s wheat.
But it hasn’t been all doom and gloom for
some farmers. Private companies privy to
the value of wheat in the country have
been actively involved in assisting farmers
access timely and cost effective pest
control mechanisms. Elgon Kenya Limited
is one such company. Through an array
of world class pesticides, the company
ensures that every farmer has access to
these arsenals at their convenience thanks
to its rich agrovet and stockist distribution
network across the country.
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REPUBLIC OF KENYA

Tel: (020) 6534410 Fax: (020) 6534807
awards@elgonfarmersawards.com, submissions@ elgonfarmersawards.com,
Website: www.elgonfarmersaward.com / www.elgonkenya.com
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE,
LIVESTOCK AND FISHERIES

National Farmers’ Award Scheme 2013
The Ministry of Agriculture is partnering with Elgon Kenya Limited
to conduct the National Farmers Competition Award Scheme 2013.
This change in approach to the scheme has been prompted by a
change of some service delivery systems of government following the
on-going devolution as per the new constitution.
The new approach adopts ﬁve competition categories as:
a. Small scale farms gearing to commercialization,
b. Small Scale farms fully commercialized operating at an
investment level of not more than Ksh 50million.
c. Large scale farms fully commercialized operating at an
investment level of more than Ksh 50million.
d. Large scale Agro input dealers with an investment level of

more than Ksh 5million.
e. Small Scale Agro dealers at an investment level of less than
Ksh 5million.
Application forms can be collected from any Agriculture office country
wide.
For more information visit:

www.kilimo.go.ke / www.farmersawards.com /
www.elgonkenya.com / www.hortinews.co.ke.
Cell: 0722 403103, 0722 848970, 0721 514773
The forms are given free of charge and entry to the competition is free.
Public farms like the Agricultural Training Centres, ADC farms, Prisons
farms, etc may also apply.
Deadline for applications is July 31st, 2013.
*Terms and conditions apply*

Elgon Kenya Limited
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BASAGRAN:
The Versatile Weeding Tool.
Keeping our crops weed- free is an integral agronomic practice in all farms. Apart from
competing with crops for nutrients, weeds act as alternate hosts to pests and diseases which
subsequently attack our crops.
the grass family such as Maize and wheat
against the target weeds.
The active ingredient; Bentazone, which
belongs to the Thiadiazine group of
chemicals acts by contact action. It is
taken up through the green parts of the
plant therefore requires adequate weed
coverage with the spray solution. A broad
spectrum of broad leaved weeds and
sedges are effectively controlled, leaving
the bean, potato or the maize crop weed
free. To control grasses in the desired
crop, tank-mixing of Basagran with
other compatible, selective herbicides is
recommended.
The application rate for Basagran is

1.5-3 litres/Ha, translating to 200300mls/ 20 litres of water depending
on weed population.
Higher rates
are recommended for higher weed
populations and vice versa. However,
Basagran should be applied when the
weeds are at 2-3 leaf stage to achieve the
best results.
Due to its unique selectivity in beans
(phasey bean, snap bean, kidney bean, dry
bean, French bean), potatoes, maize and
even wheat, Basagran is an ideal herbicide
for intercropping systems.
Basagran 480 AS is packaged in 1Litre and
5 Litre containers and is available at Elgon
Lenya Ltd distributors countrywide

Mr. Joseph Kiplimo - Agronomist

F

armers have mechanical or chemical
options to weeding their crops.
Mechanical weeding has been used
in the past and is still being practiced
by the so called ‘analogue’ type of farmers.
This mode is labour intensive and has
proved to be costly since it involves the
use of jembes and bare hands.
Elgon Kenya Ltd, your crop protection
leader has a unique chemical weeding
solution that brings prosperity to
beans, potato and cereal farmers alike.
In partnership with BASF Ltd, the
German Multinational, Elgon Kenya Ltd
is distributing Basagran 480 AS, a post
emergence selective herbicide for the
control of broad leaved weeds and sedges
in phaseolus beans and potatoes.
Since it does not kill grasses, shrewd
farmers have successfully gone ahead to
use Basagran to weed crops belonging to
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Greenhouse farmers loose
yields to ignorance
FROM COMMUNICATION DESK

L

ack of requisite information
on greenhouse farming and
management is turning against
majority of the farmers who rush
into the promising venture buoyed by the
good returns. However failure to observe
simple greenhouse management rules like
sheeting and how to open and close the
greenhouse openings.
Yield losses, which should be minimal
in greenhouses are now going upto
50 percent of entire harvest, in what is
attributed to avoidable circumstances
like lack of clear information on the
operations of greenhouses.
Utilization of new knowledge and
productivity
enhancing
innovations
has been fronted by policy makers
in Agricultural sector as the key for
transforming small holder agriculture
from
subsistence
to
commercial
enterprises and for that case, farmers
have been sacrificing the little earnings
they have to acquire the greenhouses
as a high tech kind of farming which
guarantees success.

curtailing the would be increased yields
that motivate farmers into the adoption
of the technology,” read part of the study.
Poor hygiene, aeration, soil preparation,
choice of a good design among others
problems have rocked greenhouse
farmers.
Most of the greenhouses do not have
double door entry points with the small
room between the two entry points
having feet cleaning point. This is an
important phenomenon in detering
the transfer of bacteria and other pests
from the mud of the feet of the people
entering the greenhouse. Bacterial wilt
has no cure and if it infests a tomato farm,
then the farmer records over 90 percent
losses as plants wilt and die. The farmer
also uses this room to deter pests from
the open field and also conduct a body
check to ensure that he has no pests like
white flies on his clothes before entering

the main farming point.
But Elgon Kenya Limited has taken the
initiative to educate the farmers on the
benefits of greenhouse best practices like
good irrigation and greenhouse sheeting.
With world class greenhouse materials
and highly trained staff, the agro input
behemoth in the region has gone the
extra mile in offering free advice to green
house farmers through its wide network
of on field officers.
Such information includes use of drip kits
and conducting thorough checks on the
water emitters to safeguard any blockage.
This combined with staking and pruning of
the plants ensures increased yields in the
greenhouse as there is always encouraged
use of the indeterminate varieties which
grow tall, and have a longer life span
enabling farmers to harvest for over eight
months

But a new study in parts of East and
Central Kenya showed that over 60
percent of greenhouse tomato farmers
In Embu and Kirinyaga counties were
getting even lower yields compared
to their open field counterparts
and given the expensive nature of
greenhouses, they were left grappling
with this misfortune. “Most farmers
adopt greenhouse farming basing on
recommendations from friends, and
after witnessing marketing content
that greenhouse supplying companies
carry out online or on television and
therefore adopting the method without
prior knowledge of the technology. This
therefore explains the many problems
like bacterial wilt, insect pests among
others that are associated with open
field farming being experienced in
the greenhouses and consequently

Elgon Kenya Limited
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We lead the way on salesmanship
Responsibility is a choice and not an order. It is an old adage which can be
argued from several dimensions. I leave that to the scholars and philosophers!

A

griculture has come of age
from the time it was seen as
a pass time activity to this
moment where it is a means
to make ends meet in several ways. It is
the single sector where opportunities
seem to be arising on a daily basis. I
have done my casual surveys and one
eminent fact is more opportunities are
yet to come.
Farming has also revolved from the era
where successful farmers were seen
to be the big boys with big chunks of
land and massive machineries at their
disposals. Lending institutions are fast
changing perception along this line.
Look at the SME loans on offer by most
of the lending institutions and you will
be in agreement. We need to embrace
intensive agriculture ventures as
opposed to extensive agriculture since
the returns many at times not justify
the economics. You are doing things
right if your production is optimal given
other factors are constant. Its complex
econometrics but I will remain a layman
at this point.
Which leads us to ask ourselves what
is our input we as the technical service
providers?
I am a technical extension agronomist.
How technical? I have room to improve
along the line. In my line of duty I have
come across cases which leave a lot to
be desired from players in this noble
profession. Responsibility to environment,
neighbors and animals should be core in
our day-to-day activities.
The essence of any agro-input is to
improve quality or quantity of the desired
crop in responsible combination. As
agronomists we have sometimes failed
to pass the right information on how
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Edwin Nyabiba, Elgon Kenya Manager, Rift Valley Region training farmers
responsible the combination should be
at least as declared by the manufacturer
of the said input. Development in the
agro industry in recent times has given
guidelines on some of the molecules which
have been banned, restricted or outlawed
for use in farming. Our allegiance is to
our customers and by extension the end
users who have unreservedly supported
our activities.
We should move away from the era of
recommending products simply because
they are the only ones within our range
for sale. Let us ask ourselves ultimately
does it reflect our responsibility after
usage whether on short run or long
run. Let us endeavor to verse ourselves
with most of the recommendations as
provided by the manufacturer and stated
in the product label before we seal that
deal. For that you will be a responsible

salesman and not just a salesman.
Elgon Kenya Ltd being a major player in
the farming industry has fast embraced
the concept of responsibility and in fact
we have been recognized internationally
by Du Pont for our role in environmental
responsibility. Our ever increasing range
of products capture the deviation from
the business as usual mindset to what is
right for all in our sales. Latest in the fold
are the IPM products and latest entrant
in the market (Coragen 20 SC) which
will remain true to our ideals. Our able
agronomists are training farmers and
product stockists all over the country
on the safest and most environmentally
friendly molecules to angage in our daily
farming activities.
At your service any time, get in touch
with our next issue!
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Precision farming increases
Kenyan yields by 60 percent

Lemien Stela

O

ver 20,000 smallholder farmers
mostly in Western and Rift
Valley province are recording
over 60 percent increase in
sorghum millet and other cereal yields
on the most infertile soils in sub-Saharan
Africa, thanks to a new way of applying
fertilizer to individual seeds.
Dubbed precision farming, or microdosing,
the process involves the application of
small, affordable quantities of fertilizer
with the seed at the time of planting or as
a top dressing 3 to 4 weeks after the seed
sprouts. This ensures that the tender crop
utilises the fertilizer exhaustively, in sharp
contrast to spreading fertilizer over the
field, which means many crops compete
for the same portion of fertilizer sprayed.
Rather than asking how a farmer can
maximize yields or profits, microdosing
asks how a farmer can maximize the
returns on a small initial investment – that
might grow over time, turning deficits into
surpluses.
Farmers who use microdosing apply 6
gram doses of fertilizer, about a full bottle
cap or a three finger pinch, in the hole
where the seed is placed at the time of
planting. According to the International
Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid
Tropics (ICRISAT), this translates to about
67 pounds of fertilizer for every 2.5 acres.
This technique, the research institution
says, uses only about one-tenth of the
amount typically used on wheat.

Elgon Kenya Limited

Yet the Kenyan crops are so starved of
nutrients, such as phosphorous, potassium
and nitrogen, that even this micro amount
often doubles crop yields.
Farmers in various areas of the country
where microdosing is taking shape have
also adopted innovative techniques to apply
microdoses of the appropriate fertiliser.
While farmers in Rift Valley use fertiliser
measured out in an empty soft drink or
beer bottle cap, in Central Kenya the
farmers measure the fertilizer with a threefinger pinch and apply it in the same hole in
which seed is sown.
Where soil is hard, farmers dig small holes
before the rain starts, then fill it with
manure, if available.
When rains begin, they put fertiliser and
seeds in the hole and the soil provides
a moist environment, encouraging root
growth, and the water is captured instead
of running off the hard-crusted soil.
By correcting soil deficiencies for essential
nutrients with tiny doses, root systems
develop and capture more water, increasing
yields.

According to ICRISAT, land degradation
affects more than half of Africa, leading
to loss of an estimated US$42 billion
in income and 5 million hectares of
productive land each year. The majority of
farmlands produce poor yields due to poor
farming techniques, nutrient deficiency and
lack of water.
Land degradation is particularly acute in
sub-Saharan African regions where longterm overuse of soil and low, unpredictable
rainfall are prime reasons for poor food
production. The farmers are so poor
that they take everything they can out of
the soil and are not willing to invest in
fertiliser because the growing season is
very risky. The failure to replenish the soil
fuels an unrelenting, vicious cycle. Unless
nutrients are replaced, soils are depleted
and yields and crop quality decline, leading
to widespread hunger and under nutrition.
Unable to feed their families or afford to
buy food, farmers abandon unproductive
land to clear forests and plough new land,
and the cycle repeats. Clearing new lands
for farming is blamed for an estimated 70
per cent of the deforestation in Africa. It
is this equation that is now driving the
development of microdosing
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The place of modern irrigation in
Kenya’s food basket dream
A highly trained Elgon Kenya team walks the customers across a variety of options depending
on what and where they are farming while giving free advice on the best irrigation options
ensuring farmers make informed choices as they venture into this promising venture.
But therein lies the problem. Farmers
operating on non or limited information
have been quick to adopt irrigation which
is costing them yields in the long run.While
irrigation is key to plant growth, crop needs
vary and farmers need different methods
for different crops. For example while drip
irrigation is preferred in precision water
application, ensuring drop by drop and
uniform water supply to all crops, and is
thus hailed for water preservation, it is
not feasible in large tracts of land where
many crops need to be reached. In such
situations therefore, sprinkler irrigation
comes in handy ensuring crops at a
distance from the source of water are also
nourished.
Mr Mangesh Haldavanekar

A

s more farmers move to cushion
themselves from the vagaries of
the weather, which have affected
planting and harvesting seasons,
taking its toil on food production and
incomes, irrigation is fast rising as a sure
bet to an year-round crop production. This
is particularly so in arid and semi-arid areas
by farmers especially keen on economizing
the scarce water and ensuring uniform
distribution of water to all crops to foster
uniform growth. Irrigation which has been
traditionally a preserve of large farming
entities is now being adopted by small
holder farmers. World over irrigation use
among smallholder farmers has been tied
to increased yields and economic gains.
Infact a six-month survey in the semi-arid
Laikipia area by Farmmind International
noted that on the same size of land where
a farmer stands to get about 2000kgs of
tomatoes on normal water application, he
could get over 7000kgs using irrigation
preferably drip irrigation.
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What farmers don’t know is that irrigation
is no mean investment. Buying of pipes,
connectors, sprinklers and valves is an
investment that requires a clearly thought
out and informed decision. To rush
would only mean dissapointments in substandard pipes, malfunctioning connectors
and clogged valves.
Remaining true to its mantra of assisting
small scale farmers enjoy a smooth food
production process, Elgon Kenya Limited
has a dedicated irrigation department
which has built a name as a leading
provider of tailort-made irrigation
solutions. This department has irrigation
technologies that are tailor-made to a
customer’s needs. In parnership with
Naandan Jain, the global powerhouse in
tailor-made irrigation solutions having
been in business for 70 years, Elgon Kenya
Limited designs high quality solutions that
deliver increased productivity per unit of
resources. The philosophy behind Elgon
Kenya’s commitment to these superior
irrigation solutions is in driving higher crop
yields, minimizing risks and saving precious
non renewable resources.

A highly trained Elgon Kenya team walks
the customers across a variety of options
depending on what and where they are
farming while giving free advice on the best
irrigation option ensuring farmers make
informed choices as they venture into this
promising venture.
The future of food security in the country
lies in brain fed agriculture, and will be
driven by small holder farmers. We at
Elgon Kenya are honoured to be making
our contribution in realizing that great
food secure future.
The economic use of water by drip kits has
been its selling point compared to other
methods of irrigation like sprinkles. “One
stand to save a lot of water for instance
compared to sprinkler where water is
sprinkled all over the land. With drip, the
emitters ensure that water drips only at
the root of the plant allowing one to use
just 1.5litres of water with drip compared
to the 10litres when using sprinkler on
a plant,” explained Santosh Gadhe from
Elgon Kenya’s irrigation department.
Edwin Nyabiba an expert working with
Elgon Kenya explained that the technology
has gained popularity among small holder
farmers in the country. “We receive over
10 orders for the product and in fact
currently we have even run out of the small
sized kit for an eighth of an acre though
the supply will arrive shortly,” noted
Nyabiba. He also attributed the increased
demand of the technology among local
farmers to the benefits and efficiency it
has. “Many farmers cannot afford a fully
equipped greenhouse technology which
costs over Shs200,000 compared to the
drip kit for open field farming which is
about Shs22,000 and yet the benefits are
almost similar,” he explained.
In addition, the method also reduces the
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cost of labour to a farmer. Mary Githini a
farmer who has adopted the technology
for over eight years noted, “I no longer
need a lot of workers to help me irrigate
my tomato plantation as I used to when
using watering cans. The use of drip kit
lessens work when it comes to weeding
especially during the sunny season as I only
uproot weeds around the plant roots since
that is the point where water drips.”
Noah Ngotiek a vegetable farmer in
Narok concurs, “Drip irrigation is a good
technology that is leading us to food
security because we continue farming even
during drought and I can manage to triple
my yields especially during drought time
where other farmers can’t. And with the
shortage the demand goes higher meaning
more money for me,”said Ngotiek.

kit size depending on the size of the land.

proof irrigation technology.

However, accor ding to Nyabiba extra
caution must be observed especially
during weeding in order not to cut the
connectors which supply water to the plant
roots and are laid on the ground next to
the plant. “I sometimes have to replace the
cut connectors since some of my workers
are not careful while weeding although this
is negligible,” noted Mrs Githinji. She also
noted that some rodents also damage the
connectors. Elgon Kenya says while this is
a common occurrence among farmers its
superior quality connectors were tamper
proof and added that the company is in
pursuit of providing even more tamper

Despite the price, demand for the kit
especially during the dry spells has been
on an upward trajectory. Santosh Gadhe
alludes to this noting that the need for
farmers to have guaranteed food on the
table irrespective of season or rainfall
availability coupled with a need to turn
farming into business was driving the
uptake. The kits are readily available in
Elgon Kenya Limited where interested
farmers can make inquiries on the best
irrigation technology to address their
crop needs. Our staff is ready to walk you
through the various options.

The technology also curbs the spread of
diseases. Nyabiba also noted that there is
improved yield when using drip because all
plants get the same amount of water and
therefore the growth is uniform and they
end up producing better yields.
A drum kit, a smaller size of this
technology retails in the market at a price
between Sh9000-14000 depending on
the place and components one needs as
there are other people who can devise the
use of locally available tanks. This kit with
a 200-litre tank can supply 1⁄8 of an acre
with about 500 plants. The beauty about
the technology is that one may choose the
Julius Kirima, Elgon Techiniucian
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PEST CONTROL

>>

Hybrid pest control method that
guarantees global standards and
pest free farms
Beginning of this year, more than a fifth of Kenya’s vegetable exports to the European market
were rejected after they were found to contain traces of a banned chemical, which is said to
cause cancer.
banned chemical, which is said to
cause cancer.
The Fresh Produce Exporters
Association of Kenya said only 4,000
tonnes of exports were received,
1,000 tonnes lower than normal.
With this ban several companies and
farmers were delisted. Of course the
ban was a big blow to the country
because the EU accounts for up
to 80 per cent of Kenya’s fruit and
vegetable sales and 42 per cent of
flower exports.

Arun Kumar Singh
General Manager

K

enyan exporters have for the last
five years been forced to adapt to
environmentally friendly farming
practices as European customers
concerned with environmental damages
and safety of workers demand good
agricultural practices for the fresh
produces they consume. It has been a
long and protracted battle where Kenya
has lost millions as health conscious
consmers especially in the international
markets demand better growing
conditions.
Beginning of this year, more than a fifth
of Kenya’s vegetable exports to the
European market were rejected after
they were found to contain traces of a
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But it is even worrying news
coming from the horticulture sub
sector which is the fastest growing
agricultural sub-sector in Kenya and
is ranked third in terms of foreign
exchange earnings from exports after
tourism and tea. For example the
sub-sector generated Sh97 billion in
foreign exchange earnings last year
from production and sale of more
than three million tonnes making
Kenya one of the major exporters of
horticultural produce in the world.
But with the rise of export figures, so
has the number of pests and diseases
affecting these products. Horticultural
farmers cannot go the entire production
process without coming into contact
with stubborn pests which can wipe away
the fresh produce in record time. The
dilemna therefore is eliminating these
stubborn pests while keeping products
within global growing standards. And
for farmers in such a lucrative venture
as horticulture, the dilemna is even
more entrenched. These farmers have
to walk the tight pest control rope.

While it is appreciated that the country
cannot entirely do away with synthetic
agrochemicals, biological or alternative
pest control methods provided the much
needed balance and are actually working.
Elgon Kenya Limited for example has
been in the forefront in championing a
balance between synthetic pesti control
methods and biological means to
guarantee safety.
It has partnered with London-based
Russels Company to supply Integrated
Pest
Management
systems
that
encourage minimum use of pesticides.
IPMs like pheromone traps targeting the
voracious aphids, whiteflies and thrips
together with sticky boards, rods and
physical traps meant to eliminate fruit
flies and supplied by Elgon Kenya, are
recording impressive uptake as Kenya
growers, whose lion’s share of export
market is the UK, step up use of natural
enemies and other cultural methods of
wading off pests.
Globalization of markets and increased
movements of people all over the world
has seen increasing numbers of invasive
species and diseases being intoduced
to
other countries. Appropriate
responses to these pests are needed
and development and implementation
strategies should be arranged. It is
essential that the option that poses the
least risks while maximizing benefits is
taken and that the strategy may include
all components related to Integrated
Pest Management strategies. The hybrid
approach to pest control that Elgon Kenya
Limited has adopted is testament to the
fact that it is possible to rid our farms off
pests while upholding international food
safety standards
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